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About This Game

Ancient Guardian - action adventure in procedurally-generated locations. You play as father, who have to find his lost daughter,
avoiding meeting dangerous enemies, bypassi 5d3b920ae0
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gameplay review of the game: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqHCHtDL8rg. fun game and very cool but the minotaur has
to be re modeled but the exploring and traps and dungeons are just so cool. And i think a co-op mode would be cool if you
spawned away or with the other player and there was voice chat and you could work together to escape and find keys and other
artifacts.. Very fun game. A man gets dropped into a labyrinth and has to find his way to the end while avoiding traps, a
minotaur, and finding helpful items along the way. It even includes some minor story and a very pleasing art style. I wouldn't say
it's worth $7 but if you can get it on sale I would recommend it.. Meh. Game is aesthetically pleasing, even on the lowest
graphical setting. Very creepy game, which has kept me entertained for a couple hours, but doesn't offer much else. I'm not one
to usually complain about the difficulty of games but it just feels impossible to complete a level in this game. The gun barely
stops the minotuar, making it almost impossible to escape once you come into contact with it. "Ariadne's Thread", which is
supposed to lead you to the exit, only seems to lead me to the minotaur. It's just not that fun to play a game for a couple hours
and feel as if you've made absolutely no progress in the "storyline" (which is non existent other than a few comic book looking
cartoons at the beginning). I picked it up for a dollar, so at that price it isn't a bad deal.. Randomly Generated Dungeon,has
minotaur in some where. The agression range is very high,makes of frustrating encounters.Has 1 level + endless mode. 4 items,
medpack,gold thread to show the way, cuirass armor,one more item i never found and 1 weapon , a gun. You can not kill the
minotaur. Game last for 1h if you dont plan for more random labs with same stuff in it.. I start to move in the "labyrinth" ok.
doors after doors, corridors after corridors. I hear a taunt. minotaur creature run towards me with an axe. kill. game over. thx,
uninstalled after 5 minutes. I have played a lot of horror games already, even survivor horrors. however I hate that genre. but
still. attack without any clue and place to hide or weapon to kill? No thanks. thumbs down. 2/10 because of the idea.. Me and
my BFF are sooo waiting for the multiplayer version of this game to be released!!! I have a hillarious video on youtube of me
playing this as well xD. going nowhere fast
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